“Inspiring...Exploring...Learning...It’s our mission. That’s hard to beat and I couldn’t agree with it more. Wow, what a mission!”
- John Glenn

The Challenger Learning Center is located on the SW side of Indianapolis in the AmeriPlex Business Park.

Driving Directions:
- Take I-465 to the southwest side of Indianapolis.
- Exit at the IN-67 S/KENTUCKY AVE. #8.
- Take the ramp toward MOORESVILLE.
- Turn LEFT onto SOUTH KENTUCKY AVE/IN-67 S.
- Turn right at the second stop light on Kentucky Ave. (Sterling Point Drive)
- Turn right (west) on Sterling Point Drive. Cross the railroad tracks.
- The road changes to Gatwick Drive as it winds around past the pond.
- Turn left at Decatur Boulevard.
- The Challenger Learning Center of Indianapolis is located in the second building on your left.
- The entrance is located on the left side of the building.

The Challenger Learning Center Indianapolis is part of the National Challenger Center for Space Science Education, a non-profit organization.
What does the Challenger Learning Center Offer?

The Challenger Learning Center offers authentic space-themed simulations as a unique team building experience for adults. Using the same protocol as NASA, participants will assume the role of a mission specialist operating Mission Control and navigating a Spacecraft to complete a mission. Adults will work in teams to conduct experiments, collect and analyze data, and make decisions that will determine the outcome of the mission. Situations throughout the mission will parallel similar circumstances and challenges found in the workplace.

Participants will practice:

- Communicating effectively
- Collaborating with others
- Critical thinking
- Analyzing information & making decisions
- Prioritizing and completing tasks efficiently
- Solving problems
- Using technology
- Adapting to new situations
- Creativity

Full Mission Options:

**Rendezvous with a Comet**
**Return to the Moon**
**Voyage to Mars**

Capacity: 20-34 participants
Duration: Approximately 3 hours

Mini Mission:

**Rendezvous with a Comet**

Capacity: 10-14 participants
Duration: Approximately 1.5 hours

 Reserve a Mission!

Call our office at (317) 856-2167 or e-mail at cmieier@msddecatur.k12.in.us to schedule a time and date. Schedules may be flexible, including evenings and weekends.

**Cost:** $1,000

Catering, meeting space, or team building activities are available at an additional cost.

**You can reserve by:**

Paying a $100 non-refundable deposit, OR submitting a purchase order for the full amount of the mission.

**NOTE:** All deposits are non-refundable. Weather related closures will be rescheduled.